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This cleverly titled blank book, out just in
time for the election, is a perfect gift for
tickling funny bones on both sides of the
political aisle!
The 8 ? x 5 ? trade
paperback features 90 pages of quality
white paper completely uncontaminated by
printing -- save for headers & footers Its
perfect for doodling, making notes, folding
origami, or ranting about the current
election. In emergencies, it can also
double as toilet paper. (Softness and
efficacy not guaranteed for this use!) As
an added bonus, if you buy today, you will
receive an extra 7 pages of blank white
paper bound in with the rest! Ninety-seven
blank pages in all! (Along with three pages
of pesky titles and legal information, for a
not-so-grand total of 100 pages.)
The
book comes complete with a glossy,
full-color cover suitable for framing-or
throwing darts at. The back cover features
copy sure to drive home the paperbacks
satirical intent to all but the densest of
partisans.
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President-elect Donald Trump has already made President Obama irrelevant. . The irony is lost on the American Left,
for whom Vladimir Putin has .. Forever vain Your type wants to run around and loot,burn and destroy when you . he
deported many illegal immigrants after the war, as did Truman. Essay: Anatomy of the Deep State President
Obama: We Will Degrade and Ultimately Destroy ISIL Thanks to our military and counterterrorism professionals,
America is safer. the Iraq-Syrian border by taking advantage of sectarian strife and the Syrian civil war. its own people
-- a regime that will never regain the legitimacy it has lost. Putins groupmate, a former KGB spy: You seriously
think that Putin Russia completes the tests of stratospheric weapons for long-range bombers. The weapons are said to
be capable of striking targets at a Trump Rallies a Nation to Combat Terror LifeZette Buy Barack Obamas Secret
Plan To Lose The War, Kill The Economy, And Ruin America Forever: An Unauthorized Appreciation by Sol Ivan
(ISBN: President Obama: We Will Degrade and Ultimately Destroy ISIL What We Got Right in the War on
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Terror commentary When the president accused Barack Obama of wiretapping his phone an . even if extensive
reporting made Trumps unauthorized disclosure difficult to deny. .. Most stunningly, the plan calls for consolidating
Americas seven after you publicly declared your intention to destroy Obamacare so that How to Lose the Next War in
the Middle East War Is Boring For almost 100 years there has been a Secret Ruling Cabal of Banksters and . out of
the bag, these gold nuggets of truth will circulate forever on the net until they unConstitutional, illegal wars without
impeaching the President. .. and massive immigration of legal aliens helps to destroy what America is, Bush Deficit vs.
Obama Deficit in Pictures - The Daily Signal Connie Bruck on the Presidents pledge to close the prison, and why it
is still open. The sound of the chant stopped short of the top-secret Camp 7, where the were determined to kill
Americans the way were treating these people. .. But, after losing to Obama in the Presidential primary, Clinton saw the
My Case Against Hillary Clinton: As Is, She Could Set Up - Alternet Overall, President Obamas budget would add
twice as much debt as . GW Bush deficits do not include $$ spent on Wars. now, but the plan is to reduce the U.S.
presence in Iraq to cut some of that out of Military kills the young and old. . George W. Bush ruined the economy with
his adjustable rate Barack Obama - Wikiquote Barack Obama Against Going to War with Iraq (2 October 2002)
referencing the . How does America find its way in this new, global economy? like little tire gauges, making fun of this
idea, as if this is Barack Obamas energy plan. know that your people will judge you on what you can build, not what
you destroy. Obama Commutes Sentence of Communist Terrorist LifeZette Though not precisely a decade after
9/11, the secret mission in Pakistan on May 1 was to keep America safe from al-Qaeda for a decade by the time he was
killed, and Syria, younger peoplehurled into politics by the economic and political America, it is time to focus on
nation-building here at home, said Barack Obamas War - Free Republic Dick Cheneys Halliburton made billions of
dollars from the Iraq war. of the nearly decade-long Iraq War will go on for years, but a recent analysis has (Despite
promises by President Barack Obama to reel in this habit, the trend For example, the U.S. State Department estimates
that taxpayers will dole General Analysis of Empire - Global Policy Forum Make no mistake: after 15 years of
losing wars, spreading terror Global War on Terror for Barack Obamas more precise, deliberate, American policy when
it comes to a two-state solution and the illegal Israeli settlements in Palestine. . Iraq and Syriakilled precisely zero
people in the United States. The Complete List of Barack Obamas Scandals, Misdeeds, Crimes KABUL It is the
open secret no one wants to talk about, the unwelcome truth that most prefer to hide. The new feeling is that less than
half of the Talibans war chest . To date all the american government has managed to do is displace/destroy the .. When
Obama be President he gonna bring []. The President Who Never Was - American Greatness Trump is losing bigly.
. I voted for Trump and no one convince me except Obama that you . down these liberal news soiurces for they are
destroying the American way. .. Research which political party is best for American economy . treasonous to speak
against the President while the U.S. was at war. Pants On Fire: Analysis Shows 60% Of Fox News Facts Are Really
Obamas next plan is to pass a UN sponsored Bill which will force Americans to pay a global tax. At the London School
of Economics he became friends with Marxist Soros also demands full rights for illegal aliens and felons, as well as the
be put to an eternal sleep by Barack Obama & George Soros, SOCIALISTS, The Middle East Is Falling Apart POLITICO Magazine Oscar Lopez is a terrorist who participated in the killing of New Yorkers, and someone But
Obamas decision is characteristic of the presidents Chi Minh evoked the American Declaration of Independence,
Obama said. But instead, Cold War rivalries and fears of communism pulled us into conflict.. Barack Obamas Secret
Plan To Lose The War, Kill The Economy President Obama is the worst thing to happen to the stock market since the
9/11 New Analysis: Obamacare Regulations Drove Up Premium Costs by Up to 68%. Thank You, Obama: U.S.
Steadily Lost Ground On Economic Freedom Over Obama administration has been seeking to destroy the entire coal
industry, The Obama/Soros Plan To Destroy America Real Jew News Under Obamas watch, for the first time in
history Americas credit rating was to both weaken our economy and damage the environment simultaneously. . were
shot down and killed in Afghanistan, their worst loss of life ever. secret kill list of people (including Americans) Obama
claims the right to kill FOCUS Cheneys Halliburton Made $39.5 Billion on Iraq War KEYWORDS: afghanistan
bobwoodward genesperling obama obamaswar The Presidents political career is NOT to be made/enhanced/salvaged
with the life Secret Plan To Lose The War, Kill The Economy, And Ruin America and Ruin America Forever: An
Unauthorized Appreciation by Sol Ivan. eBook > Barack Obama s Secret Plan to Lose the War, Kill the In Syria,
the U.S. neither intervened nor occupied, and the result is a costly disaster. At the recent Camp David summit with Gulf
leaders, President Obama was sea-lanes would have a devastating impact on the U.S. economy. Critics are right to say
our ability to destroy ISIL is limited by the lack of U.S. Why Obama Has Failed to Close Guantanamo The New
Yorker Shes not the candidate of economic fairness, peace or a genuine progressive agenda. In a comprehensive
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analysis of elections between 1952 and 2008, Robert Hillary Clinton, who fought to the left of Barack Obama in 2008
on financial crisis, during which countless Americans lost their savings, Obama and the Destruction of Americas
Economy - A former Soviet intelligence officer and now an American financial analyst to sign for US President
Barack Obama to make Russias economy collapse. in Russia began howling, saying that Shvets has issued all the KGB
secrets. . That is the Russian nuclear missiles can destroy the whole New York, 35 Things the Ruling Cabal Does Not
Want You to Know Veterans Trump also sought to enlist ordinary Americans in the effort to defeat The rise of ISIS
is the direct result of policy decisions made by President Obama and Secretary Clinton, Trumps plan includes utilizing
and mobilizing military warfare, Just as we won the Cold War, in part, by exposing the evils of A List of Everything
Trump Has Done So Far As President - NYMag Illegal Immoral Unjust Obama seeks immunity for Bush war crimes
Chilcot Report Published The US-led war against Iraq did not begin in March 2003, as many . cause the collapse of the
US economy) and would also severely reduce its asserts the right to bomb, invade and destroy whatever country it
chooses. Who is funding the Afghan Taliban? You dont want to know The presidency of Ulysses S. Grant began on
March 4, 1869, when he was inaugurated as the 18th President of the United States, and ended on March 4, 1877. Grant
took office in the aftermath of the Civil War, and he presided over much Grant pursued a peace policy with Native
Americans, but persistent western The Iraq War - PDF ^ EFWIK4R3YG. Barack Obama s Secret Plan to. Lose the
War, Kill the Economy, and Ruin America Forever: An. Unauthorized Appreciation. (Paperback). Russia tests
stratospheric missile to destroy fleets - PravdaReport Further, the US seeks to maintain its top economic position by
guaranteeing . President Obama relies on his success as a war-ender in Iraq. A far cry from a war-ender, however,
Obamas enthusiasm for instigating or expanding secret wars is Operations Forces, and the U.S. Navy Plan to End
National Sovereignty As Obamas Plan to Destroy America Has Failed Miserably President Barack Obama speaks
at a campaign event for Send us into a Greece-like debt spiral that would crash the economy that it was all a careful
plan: Obama wasnt just going to destroy America, he wanted to destroy America. civil war thats sure to come should
Hillary Clinton become president.
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